
 

Ten reasons why you should explore the Moremi Game
Reserve

Moremi Game Reserve covers most of the eastern side of the Okavango Delta and combines permanent water with drier
areas. It was rated one of the most beautiful game reserves in Africa and is ideal for travellers looking to experience an
authentic African safari experience.

Game viewing is excellent year-round - expect to encounter migratory and endangered wildlife such as elephants, Red
lechwe, giraffes, buffaloes, zebra as well as predators such as lions, cheetahs, and hyenas. The reserve also boasts
spectacular bird watching - it is estimated to be home to close to 400 bird species.

If you’re planning a Moremi Game Reserve safari in Botswana, here are 10 reasons why you should visit Moremi Game
Reserve:
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African wilddog chasing off a hooded vulture in Moremi, Botswana. #wilddog #painteddog
#hoodedvulture #vulture #moremi #botswana #wildlife #wildlifephotography #safari #photosafari
A photo posted by HendriVenter Photography (@hendriventer) on Oct 10, 2016 at 2:11am PDT
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Moremi Game Reserve will always leave you wanting more. Join us for a Classic African Safari
Experience. #travelinstyle #luxurytravel #Botswana #ilovebotswana #btte2016 #LostInBots #ILoveDDS
#instahappy #safari #africa #instatravel #instaluxury #Moremi #relax #discoverafrica #yolo
#travelafrica #bucketlist #photography #WednesdayWisdom #instapassport #boatcruise
#birdwatching #wildlife #familysafari #bigcats #xakanaxa #campmoremi #elephant #gentlegiants
@ubon_safari http://www.ubonsafari.com/botswana/moremi-national-park/camp-moremi/
A photo posted by UBON SAFARI (@ubon_safari) on Jan 3, 2017 at 9:55pm PST
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BO1Nr4sBOPI/


Beautiful #careforwildafrica #natwild #botswana #safari
A photo posted by Mark (@mark_royc) on Dec 29, 2016 at 2:57am PST
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Beautiful creatures #careforwildafrica #wildlife
A photo posted by Mark (@mark_royc) on Dec 28, 2016 at 10:54pm PST
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Dayum Africa
A photo posted by Laura Van Den Honert (@lauravandenhonert) on Dec 18, 2016 at 9:47pm PST
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Close enough mister Elly!!! #elephant #bigfive #big5 #moremigamereserve #moremi #botswana
#botswanawildlife #wildlife #nikonphotography #nikonphoto #gamedrive #selfdrive #nikon
#wildlifephotography #safari
A photo posted by Twan (@twannie_one) on Dec 16, 2016 at 6:24am PST
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BOMAJi5h194/
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#BigFive completed! #rhinos in #okavango
A photo posted by jan malte aNDResen (@janmalteandresen) on Dec 8, 2016 at 12:03pm PST
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BNxNQxrh4F_/


Chaotic Sunset. March, 2015. @wearewilderness Mombo Camp, Chief's Island, Botswana Here's the
last one for now! Thanks so much for the support, until next time! ������ #wpy #sunset #wildlife
#wpy53  A photo posted by Sanath Jaishankar (@sanathjai) on Nov 30, 2016 at 9:39am PST
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Already love this amazing country. #botswana #maun #kawaii #africa #safari #africansafari #wildlife
#wildlifephotography #travelgram #travelphotography #travel #igtravel #igafrica #travelpics
#travelphoto #traveling #natgeotravelpic #naturephotography #nature #earth #globaltravelgram
#wildgeography #lonelyplanet #wildanimals #explorenature #worlderlust #animalkingdom
#animallovers #friendship #hippo
A photo posted by sᴀʀᴀ ᴇʟɪᴢᴀʙᴇᴛʜ, ʀᴅɴ, ʟᴅ �� (@thedietitianabroad) on Nov 5, 2016 at 8:25am PDT
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ABOUT ZINTLE TSHOLOBA

Miss Tsholoba is the Social Media Manager for Discover Africa Group, a South African-based travel agency that offers luxury and adventure tours as well as small group holidays all
over the East and Southern Africa.
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Photography encapsulates a story and freezes that moment to share with others. Leaving the mind to
interpret creatively what the story might be. Despite text book facts, let an open drawing of endless
wonder be found where you are the author. . . On assignment with @sundestinations
A photo posted by Em Gatland (@emgatland) on Nov 3, 2016 at 12:36pm PDT
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